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We often teach like everyone is going to graduate school, but graduate

school is [for] the minority.
DraNp F. H,q.rppnx (quoted in Goldstein,2010, p. 23)

ff*A any other can readily
ii*.'*::* n their co (Goldstein,
?$," at the ro ical literacy

as defined by McGovern and colleagues (2010). Promoting psychological literacy
entails reorienting what and how we teach students in a way that emphasizes

psychology's relevance. To the extent that the acquisition of core psychological
knowledge takes place in the classroom, the obvious channel for cultivating psy-

chological iiteracy is the undergraduate psychology curriculum.
In this chapter, we begin by reviewing the history of psychology curricuia in the

United States and then consider how learning outcomes related to psychological
literacy might shape disciplinary curricula for undergraduates. Such curricular
change must address the necessary balance between graduate and undergraduate
needs, and the balq.qce between cutting-edge and core knowledge; for this reason,

we specificaily discuss the range of iearning outcomes a psychologically literate
curriculum should comprise. We then turn to the competencies that should
appear in psychologically literate curricula and address ways to give courses a

more global perspective. The next section of the chapter focuses on practical ways

to make a departmental curriculum more psychologicallyliterate and offers advice

on assessing literacy. We conclude with a call to develop a psychologically literate
citizenry.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF PSYCHOTOGY CURRICULA

Curricula Then

Informal wrangling notwithstanding, virtually no systematic study of the under-
graduate psychology curriculum in the United States happened prior to the 1950s.
The earliest concerted efforts, which took place in the 1950s and 1960s respectively,
involved two small, self-selected groups of participants (Buxton et .a1,., 1952;
McKeachie & Milholland, 1961), each of whom endorsed the notion of psychology
as a liberal arts discipline, and who specffied preferred curriculum structures. In
the 1970s, based on a national survey of schools that did and did not offer a psy-
choiogy major, a qualitative study of the undergraduate psychology curricJum
was advanced (Kulik et d,., 1973| It detailed the growing diversity of undergradu-
ate eciucation in psychology and deliberately refrained from stipulating preferred
curriculum structures, a decision that reflected a divergence from previous efforts.

Throughout the 1980s there was growing demand for curricular guidelines for
undergraduate psychology students, and a concomitant call for ongoing assess-
ment of many facets of undergraduate psychology, including the curriculum
(McGovern, Furumoto, Halpern, Kimble, & McKeachie, l99I; Scheier & Rogers,
1985). In the mid-I980s, the American Psychological Association's (APAS)
Committee on Undergraduate Education (CUE) resolved to clarifr the function
of the undergraduate psychology major in relation to traditional liberal arts
education, as well as to detail curricular guidelines. This work inspired the APAs
National Conference on Enhancing the Quatity of Undergraduate Education in
Psychology, which convened at St. Mary's college of Maryland in l99t (see
McGovern, 1993). The curriculum report of the St. Mary's Conference (Brewer
et al., 1993) reafirmed the conception of psychology as a liberal arts discipline,
stating that the general goal of an undergraduate education in psychology is to
"teach sfudents to think as scientists about behavior and experience" (Brewer
et al., 1993, p. 169). Intended to elucidate the common features of all undergradu-
ate psychology programs, the curricular framework for the psychology major
described in the Brewer report was not prescriptive in nature. It did, however,
recognize four distinct groups of courses, ideally to be taken in the following
sequence: the introductory course, methodology courses, content courses, and.
integrative expeiierices. A recent comparison of psycholo gy major programs
around the nation to programs described 10 years eariier showed some progress
had been made in aiigning with the Brewer report, although many suggestions
(e.g., capstone courses) were still not common (Stoloffet al., 2010).

A Core Curriculum for Now

The most recent curricular review (Dunn et al., 2010) was part of the ApAs
National Conference on Undergraduate Education in psychology, which con-
vened at the University of Puget Sound in 2008 (see Halpern, 2010) and sought
to address key issues in undergraduate psychology education in light of recent
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changes and developments both within and outside the discipline of psychology.
The curricular report that ernerged from the Puget sound conference reaffirmed
psychology's place in the liberal arts tradition. Arguing that the increased frag-
mentation of the field, technological advances, anJtheiise of a consumerist cul-
ture have threatened the traditional identity of psychology, Dunn and colreagues
(2010) advocated a core curriculum that not only'.-pnJrized scientific methocl-
ology, but also ensured breadth and depth in substantive content areas of the field:
Biological Bases' Learning/cognition, Developmental, and sociocultural (see also
4PA,2007; Dunn, Mccarthy, Baker, Halonen, & Hill, 2007).This recommenda_
tion was intended to provide greater coherence to the undergraduate psychology
curriculum in the united States, which could then be attuned to the specific needs
and resources of various programs.

PSYCHOTOGICAL LITERACY, STUDENT LEARNING
OUTCOMES, AND THE PSYCHOLOGY CURRICUTUM

How can a curriculum be tuned to promote psychological literacy? First, we
believe that psychology departments should review their c"urrent curricula in light
of the core curriculum recommended by Dunn and colleagues (20r0), and make

partments should also familiarize them_
Undergraduate psychology Major (ApA,
tline the knowledge, skills, attiiudes, and

context of a liberal education. Table 2. 
te psychology major and its place in the

the first more specific to the science
more related to the broader goals of a
chology (ApA, 2007). McGovern and
lines are consistent with their definition
learning outcomes (slos) created independently by academic psychologists inAustralia and Europe.

SLOs are concrete statements that indicate what students will know or be ableto demonstrate once they have compreted an activity, a course, or a major (Angelo
& cross, 1993; Diamond, 200g; suskie, 2009).For slos to be meaningful, depart_ffi::l::?:: 'fiLTi,',;:j,'i;.1,:;..:,.',r;:lir
and the core curric s made by Dunn and colleagues (2010).
what follows is a description of each slo, along with how each can be achieved
via the psychologi, curriqulum.

Writing

It is important for students to have the ability to write effectively for a variety ofaudiences and purposes. An essential skill for psychology students is to be able toemploy the discipline's vernacular and writing ,tyl. 1..g1apA, 2010; Beins, Smith,
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Table 2,1 LEanwwc Go,c,Ls Aovocernp rN THE ApA GwonrrNEs FoR THE
UrvorRcR.no vtrn P sycaoto cv Mt Ton

Consistent with the Science and Application of psychology

Goal 1: Knowledge Base of psychology

Goai 2: Research Methods in psychology

Goal3: Critical ThinkingSkils in psychology

Goal4: Application of psychology

Goal5: Values in Psychology

consistent with Liberal Arts Education Further Developed in psychology

Goal 6: Information and Technological Literacy

Goal 7: Communication Skills

Goal 8: Sociocultural and International Awareness

Goal 9: Personal Development

Goal 10: Career Planning and Development

Source: Adapted from ApA (2007).

& Dunn, 2010). Thus, the undergraduate psychology curriculum should provide
students opportunities to produce discipline-based writing samples, such as empir-
ical laboratory reports or critical literature reviews. Equally important as writing
professional discipline-based papers, which require the use of ApA style, is the abil-
ity to write clear and effective prose in general. Such writing may include compos-
ing professional letters, e-mail messages, book reviews, or project proposals, and
may be intended for psychologists and non-psychologists alike. Accoidingly, we
recommend that psychology instructors require students to write in a variety of
forms, including reflective or persuasive essays, book reviews, and. blogs, in addi-
tion to the more traditional discipline-based papers. With respect to writing, the
goal of psychological literacy is to 'ue abie to write clearly 

"tra 
concisely Jbout

psychology for professional and lay audiences alike.

Speaking

In addition to being proficient in written communication, psychologically lite-
rate students should be able to deliver formal and informal oral presentations to
both professional and lay audiences. Such presentations may include delivering
a lecture-style talk, engaging in a relatively casual exchange of ideas and reactionf
or leading a group discussion, all of which may involve gtoupr of people of vary-
ing sizes. An undergraduate psychology curriculum thai promotes psychological
literacy should offer students speaking opportunities that evolve in iength"and
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complexity as students move through their programs of study. For example, oral
presentations in introductory psychology courses should be straightforward and
of relatively short duration. In contrast, capstone experiences that involve an
extensive'written project should entail opportunities for significant and relatively
formal oral presentation about the students'work.

Research

The use of scientific methodology is a defining feature of psychological science,
the objective of which is to understand and pr.di.t human behavior,-As such, it is
imperative that psychology majors not only understand how the disciplinet meth-* odoiogies distinguish it fron other disciplines that use different methods, such as
hermeneutics (Donald,2002), but also that students appreciate what constitutes
good science. Students need to develop the scientifi. 

"..,-.n to separate the wheat
from the chaffwhen evaluating the evidence for psychological claims. This is truer

ic is continuously bombarded with research findings
es. To promote psychological literacy, the curriculum
d a research methods course that exposes students to

the variety ofresearch approaches used in psychological research, ranging from
highly controlled experimental approaches to field]based naturalistic observa-
tion' It is particularly desirable that such courses include laboratories in which
students gain more practical experience with the material. Ideally, students would
be able to conduct an entire research study, engaging in all the stages of the
research process. Research methodology in psychJ"g, should be eriphasized
throughout the curriculum. Indeed, hands-on ,.r..r-.h experience in general
allows students the opportunity to integrate the content they learn with the prac-
tice of corresponding skills.

Collaboration

The-nature of psychologists' work is often collaborative. In hospitals and clinics,
professionai psychologists commonly rvork in interdisciplinary teams, while aca-demic psychologists routinely engage in collaborative teaching and participate in

o work independently, psychologically
ing effectively with others. Thus, a cur_
should provide opportunities for stu_

rary research) and in teams (possibiy
). Where research teams are concerned,
for students to rotate serving as team

ing students opportunities to further
ills (see, for example, Beins & Wann,
rk of psychological literacy. In learningto work cooperatively with others, students ur. .tl. to appreciate the various skills
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and abilities of their peers, develop greater empathy, and learn to constructivelir

resolve conflicts,

Information and Technological Literacy

Students shouid be able to make use of modern information technologies, an

established and ubiquitous ttature of acadcmia, and life in general. Accor<iingly,

psychologyteachers and department administrators should make concerted efforts

to incorporate current and emerging technologies into classes within the psychol-

ogy curriculum and the programt wider milieu (e.g., Dunn, Wilson, Freeman, &
Stowell, 2011). Psychologically literate students should be adept users of psychol-

ogy databases (e.g., PsycINFO, PsycARTICLES) and of those in the social sciences

(e.g., |STOR, Sociological Abstracts, ERIC) more generally. They should be able to

use technological tools to collect, analyze, synthesize, and disseminate information.
Students should be comfortable learning new technological skills in and outside of
classroom settings.

Students Shouid Be Able to Define and Describe
the Concept of Psychologcal Literacy

Students should understand that psychological knowledge is meant to inform
daily life as well as intellectual chailenges in the classroom, To this end, teachers

should connect psychological principles to "personal, social, and organizational
issues in work, relationships, and the broader community" (McGovern et al.,

2010, p. 11), thus demonstrating how course material relates to everyday phe-

nomena. Moreover, instructors should develop learning activities that demand

the application of psychological knowledge.
The rationale for promoting psychological literacy should be introduced imme-

diately and referenced consistently throughout the undergraduate psychology cur-

riculum. Discussing the concept of psychological literacy should not be restricted

io one coursflhstead, consicielation of topics,lca,niiig experiences, and SLOs rel-

evant to psychological literacy should be included at ail stages of students'program

of study, albeit in an appropriately sequenced f'ashion. That is, teaching about psy-

of stu-

, Baker,

tr,lcCiiihy;Halonen;fliinn, & Hill, 2010; Halonen et al., 2003).

students should first be introduced to the topical areas in and basic terminology of
the discipline, then should acquire knowledge of research methodology and analy-

sis, as well as the discipline's writing style (both internediate), and only then should
they undertake a project that involves the synthesis of knowledge and the applica-

tiog-Of sk{!s lqqylred over the course of their gnd9.1g:adqa!e_ curriculum, a dist-i}tc-

tfi;;;;;6;y.mr" gieamte'*y,S;-h.; p-dimt ii d'.qniaa-Ic part of a
well-designed capstone course (Dunn & McCarthy, 2010) or independent research,
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practical matter, instruc-
indicating those that are

Students should Be Abre to Think and Act Ethicaily
when Applying psycholo grcal Knowiedge

Although virtually all psychology students.in a research methods course discuss
the APAs (2002) ethical principles and cod: cf conduct, discussions of ethical mat-
ters should not be limited to this context. Indeeci, ethical principled behavior-a
hallmark of the psychologically literate student (and citizen j-sh,ould be promoted
across the curriculum, and should also bear i6levance to studenls'-pelsonal and
professional lives.

Students Shourd Be Able to Demonstrate an understand.ing
of and Respect for Diversity

Psychologically literate individuals understand that diversity-how people differ
from one another-is multifaceted: gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity, disabil-
ity, race, religion, culture, social class, age, inter alia,are categories within which
people vary. The breadth of diversity should be recognized and incorporated into
the entire psychology curriculum (Gurung & prieto, 2009). The ultimate goal is
for students not only to understand and respect individuals from different i.oup,within or beyond their culture, but also to interact with them in cordial and open
ways' One means by which to teach students about diversity is to expose them to

s way, the notion of internationalizing
y et al., 2005) can be realized. Students

nce being conducted around the world
ited States and other Western nations.

d folkways, for example, can inform research and prac_
literate persons-as global citizens-should be both sen-
variations among nations. Minimally, instructors should

look for ways to include theories, methodtlogies, and research findings from dif-
ferent nations in the undergraduate psychology curriculum, Study abroad experi-
ences' too, should be encouraged, especially those that might have an experiential
compon ent allov,'ing fc r some appiicatio n oT p sychol ogical kn owledge.

IMPORTING A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

Around the world, more and more students are taking psychology crasses. For
Itu1ot., during the 1970s there were only four a.f,"rt-.rrts of psychologyin china, whereas today there are nearry 250 (Kan, )oos, in Harpern, 2010).

Curriculum Matters

or it may derive from a discipline-based internship. As a
tors should also identi$' specific SLOs on course syllabi,
linked to psychological literacy.
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This trend is reflected in other countries, including the United Kingdom and
Yemen (Halpern, 2010). correspondingly, psychology curricula abroad can
inform our own (Sexton & Hogan, rg92).what is nominally called psychology in
some countries is quite similar to American psychology. Other countries, in con-
trast, have developed more indigenous psychologies that differ markedly from
their American counte rpart. What lessons rnay be gleaned from the worii's psy-
chology curricula? A systematic and comprehensive survey of psychology curri-
cula around the world is beyond *,.he scope of the chapter, but even , .urrory
review reveals a noteworthy trend: curricula abroad tend to require more inter-
disciplinary coursework. In Argentina, for example, students are required to take
sociology and anthropology courses as part of their psychology program. Such
interdisciplinary requirements are worth considering, particularll given the
degree to which psychoiogy influences and is informed by the work of other dis-
ciplines (cacioppo, 2007). For example, given the current biological emphasis in
psychology and concomitant rise of neuroscience, perhaps requiring coursework
in biology as part of the psychology curriculum may be worthy of consideration.

Beyond courses for inclusion in the curriculum, a look abroad provides us
with models for how we should look at curriculum. As stated previously, in the
United States there have been only a few thorough examinations of the psychol-
ogy curriculum (e.g., the St. Mary's and Puget Sound conferences). In contrast, it
seems that psychology curricula are evaluated more frequently overseas. For
example, after education leaders from 29 European countries met in Bologna in
1999 to create a European Higher Education Area (EHEA), members of partici-
pating countries (numbering 47 in 2007) began to meet biennially to "airive at
consensus objectives that will not homogenize national educational systems
but provide tools to connect theni' (McGovern et ai., 2010, p. 16). similarmeet-
ings take place in the Asia-Pacific region and in Canada. Such international move-
ments suggest an additional curricular component for psychology. For example,
to earn a European Certificate in psychology, students are required to appreciate
non-psychological theories, such as sociological, anthropological, and philosoph-
ical, underscoring the value of interdisciplinary education. In Australi", und.r-
graduate Programs must integrate cross-cultural and indigenous issues, and
promote increasing indigenous participation at all le','els of psychology training
(McGovern et al., 2010, p. 18). Each of these examples suggests thought-provokin!
ways in which American psychology curricula can be modified.

ADVICE ON PROMOTING PSYCHOLOGICAL LITERACY
IN PSYCHOTOGY CURRICUTA

Beyond evaluating student learning outcomes in the context of the undergraduate
psychology curriculum and infusing the curriculum with a more global p.rrp..-
tive, how else can psychology curricula promote psychologically liteiacyi To
address this question, we offer concrete advice concerning the following three
areas: program mission, planning, and assessment.

22
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Reflect on program Mission and current Learning Goars

!.fo1: undertakin g any curricurum revision, psychology department members
should review their respective mission statement (Dunn, Mccarthy, Baker, &
Halonen, 2011), veri$ring that it reflects the departmentt long-term goals, includ_
ing the cultivation of psychological literacy. Departments should also evaluate the
extent to which student learning goals in psychology are achieved at their institu-
tions. Mission statements and learning goals should be adjusted as necessary to
incorporate psychological literacy into the curricular framework of departments.

curricurar,.,,i.*,:.' ""::r"::;: ;J. process, such as an
external review or self-study, or in the context of personnel changes, such as new
lires' 

We encourage readers to avail themselves oith. myriad sources within the
discipline that champion the importance of fostering psychological literacy and
provide practical, relevant information regarding the-pianning and implementa_
tion of curricular reviews (e.g., Dunn et al., ZOOZ; Dunn, McCarthy, Baker, &
Halonen, 201 1; Halpern, 2010; pusateri, poe, Addison, & Goede l, 2004).

Ongoing Assessment

essment of SLOs should occur to ensure
ychological literacy are being achieved.
ssessment) can be implemented accord_
ual course assessments can be scheduled
s) rather than each semester, Given that
important implications for students well
raduate surveys of alumni seem worth_
about the extent to which their psycho_

private lives. 
utes to their current professional and

EDUCATING A LITERATE CITIZENRY

culum (see Dunn et al., 2010), we hope
not pursue careers or education related

terest in psychology and an appreciation
lum designed to promote psychological
tellectual tools necessary to becoming
Govern et al., 2010, p.20). Such a cur_

ndividuals ready to combat societal ills

ate

ec-

To

ree
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and work for the betterment of dailylife for men and women across the socioeco-

l:j:::^.:ll11,*:.riiT. rndeed,the ultimate goal of a curriculum designed

::_,li:T:" 
psychological literacy is the cultivatioi of a psychorogically htlratecitizenry.
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